SHOULD TRUMP RUN:
DON MCGAHN HAS BEEN
COVERING FOR ROGER
STONE’S PRO-TRUMP
RAT-FUCKING FOR
SEVEN YEARS
It has become clear to me that today’s big puff
piece in the NYT about Don McGahn was designed
to hide that Mueller is challenging the White
House Counsel, former FEC Commissioner, and
Trump campaign finance advisor on past work he
has done for Trump.
One of those things must be McGahn’s effort,
while at FEC in 2011, to stymie any
investigation into a PAC involving Roger Stone
and Michael Cohen, called Should Trump Run.
As I’ve noted, in 2011, one of the people
closely involved in Stone’s 2016 rat-fucking,
Pamela Jensen, was involved in a 527 called
ShouldTrumpRun that listed Michael Cohen as
President.

The organization was apparently laundering Trump
corporate cash into campaign spending. But when
the issue came before the FEC, Commissioner Don
McGahn helped kill an investigation into it.
During McGahn’s FEC tenure, one of those
he helped save from enforcement action
was Trump himself. In 2011, when the
future president-elect was engaged in a
high-profile process of considering
whether to enter the 2012 race for the
Republican presidential nomination,

Trump was formally accused in an FEC
complaint of violating agency
regulations. The case was dismissed on a
deadlocked vote of the FEC
commissioners.
A four-page complaint filed by Shawn
Thompson of Tampa, Fla., accused Trump
of illegally funneling corporate money
from his Trump Organization into an
organization called ShouldTrumpRun.com.
McGahn and fellow FEC Republicans
Caroline Hunter and Matthew Petersen
voted to block FEC staff recommendations
that Trump be investigated in the
matter—designated Matter Under Review
(MUR) 6462.
Ultimately, Trump opted not to run for
president in 2012. Nonetheless, FEC
staff attorneys concluded his activities
before that decision may have violated
campaign finance rules regarding money
raised to “test the waters” for a
candidacy. A staff report from the FEC
Office of General Counsel, based largely
on news articles and other documents
about Trump’s flirtation with running
for president—including Trump’s own
quoted statements— recommended that the
commissioners authorize a full FEC
investigation backed by subpoena power.
FEC Democrats voted to pursue the
recommended probe, but the votes of
McGahn and the other FEC Republicans
precluded the required four-vote
majority needed for the commission to
act.
McGahn and Hunter issued a “ statement
of reasons” explaining their votes in
the Trump matter in 2013. The 11-page
statement blasted FEC staff attorneys in
the Office of General Counsel for
reviewing volumes of published
information regarding Trump’s potential
2012 candidacy in order to determine

whether to recommend that the FEC
commissioners vote to authorize a full
investigation. McGahn and Hunter argued
that the FEC counsel’s office was
prohibited from examining information
other than what was contained in the
formal complaint submitted in the case.
The Office of General Counsel shouldn’t
be allowed to pursue an “unwritten,
standardless process whereby OGC can
review whatever articles and other
documents not contained in the complaint
that they wish, and send whatever they
wish to the respondent for comment,” the
Republican commissioners wrote.

Jensen, her family, and Stone teamed up on a
number of equally dubious efforts in 2016,
including a 527 called Stop the Steal, which
McGahn provided legal protection for in both its
early (convention focused) and its late
(Democratic voter suppression) incarnations. The
latter effort at least paralleled Russian voter
suppression efforts.
In other words, White House Counsel Don McGahn —
the subject of a Maggie and Mike puff piece
suggesting he would only be of interest on the
obstruction investigation — has for at least
seven years been right in the thick of defending
Roger Stone’s legally dubious rat-fucking on
behalf of Donald Trump.
And Roger Stone has been the focus of Mueller
investigation for six months.
Those are the same six months during which
Maggie and Mike have been pushing an
increasingly absurd claim that Trump and his
associates are only at risk in an obstruction
investigation, not the conspiracy investigation
McGahn has surely been questioned in.

